Healthcare Solutions
Durable Medical Asset Tracking
The Solution
We combine mobile data collection software from MobileFrame with key
mobile devices from Honeywell to deliver an integrated durable medical asset
tracking solution. We improve patient satisfaction with a smoother inventory
process ensuring that your healthcare professionals have the equipment they
need at the right time, in the right locations.

Durable Medical Asset Tracking

Key Benefits

unnecessary delays in getting patients the equipment they need with our integrated tracking solution. Shorten your true-up timeframes and track equipment that
leaves the facility with a combination of RFID and barcode scanning options that are
optimized for your environment and facility layout. Integration with your patient
record system is available for equipment check out to patients at home, inspection of
returned equipment, and billing for these services.

Technology
MobileFrame is a code-free, platform-agnostic, rapid application development platform optimized for mobile devices. Integrate with existing devices and room control
systems, or deploy new with great devices from Honeywell. MobileFrame integrates

• Improve inventory accuracy of clinical equipment by 20%,
which helps with the coorect equipment being in the location
needed.
• Reduce time spent on inventory tasks while helping to quickly
identify which pieces of equipment are broken, checked out
by patients, or out for maintenance and repair.
• Available integration with patient information system allows
integrated billing, check in and check out processes for
equipment that is taken home by patients.
• RFID and traditional scanning options are available based on
your specific facility layout and business needs.

with leading ERP and Business Management applications to provide a means of easily
extending your core applications to replace formerly paper-based processes.

Contact
For more information please contact
G/S Solutions at: 800-444-9406;
e-mail: info@gssolutions.com

G/S Solutions

Driving efficiency and improving patient satisfaction is the goal. Your staff can avoid

